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I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:23
I grew up in California, that place is a part of who I am. But I inherited part of my sense of self
from my parents who came of age in the segregated south. Though 1940s Alabama is something
I'll never know firsthand, something of the time and place my parents called home is alive in me. It
exists as an affinity for certain foods, belief in certain values, and proficiency in a certain mode of
language. For families affected by migration, there are many factors contributing to the sense of
home. Back in 2007, I had the opportunity to visit with a community of Malian immigrants living in
Paris. The group included men and women have an older generation who had immigrated to
Europe in the 1990s. And their teenage and 20 something sons and daughters, who were born in
Paris, the parents were in regular contact with relatives in their home village through monetary
contributions. They even manage to finance a well, providing relatives back home with reliable
drinking water. And just about every member of that older generation, intended to return one day
to Mali, after their job in Paris, had paid for a secure old age, their sons and daughters, new Mali
from visits, but the country remained foreign for them foreign in a way that Paris would never be.
Do you plan to live in Mali someday? I asked. After a silence, one young man answered, No, I don't
think I can ever live in Mali. Paris is my home. Others murmured ascent. Still, their story struck me
as being about something larger and more complex than mere assimilation. Today's poem, origin
stories by Sudanese American poet, Sophia L. Hello, gives compelling voice to the question of
where we come from, and where we see ourselves as belonging. It also contemplates what is
exchanged in the course of moving between countries, languages, and cultures. origin stories by
Safia l Hello. One I was made out of clay out of time, the Quran says we began as a single clot of
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blood and I keep digging the wound. It's warm inside. Some things you lose to mark the time. Yes,
men of course, but also some hair. handful of teeth is what I am told. But all I lost is a language.
But I keep quiet and no one can tell. To my grandmother tells me to shred dill by hand. She means
to teach me patience. She calls it length of mind. Three I hear prayer called by a voice thick with
something hurting like a croak but I do not mean that it is ugly. It is Dawn in Khartoum and I am
two days arrived. Everyone kisses my cheeks and asks if I am returned or visiting and I think they
mean to be kind. I sleep through gatherings and feel there is too much blood in my body. And that
My name is My name is My name is My name is for in Khartoum's bright yellow morning. My
grandfather brings me the season's first mangoes and tells me it is time to come home. They are
firm and green. But on the inside all sunlight. I use my hands and spill the juice all down my front. I
feel my mouth and I do not answer.

04:45
The slowdown is a production of American public media in partnership with the Library of
Congress and the Poetry Foundation.
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